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Blank Pages; Silent Voices
Richard Colwell
Retirees should probably remain in the background but like Edward Snowden or Bradley Manning, there are times
when one should speak up. I am suggesting in this brief that music evaluators should gang up on “them”. I’m not sure
who “them” might be. Them would include any and all policy makers, arts advocates, the College Board, NAfME,
and probably those who are providing visibility for teaching and learning by suggesting that music is a core subject
like math plus all of the trappings unique to music, multiple standards, and their assessment. “Them” is not pejorative
but represents the unknowns. Lincoln, in 1847, used the expression “any people being inclined and having the power”,
neither he nor others knew at the time who are “the people” (McCrum, 2010, p. 118). He clarified who are the people
with the Gettysburg address. Donald Rumsfeld also suggested the influence of unknown unknowns. The implied
message of curriculum similarity between math and music is that unless we have visible standards that our very
existence in the school curriculum could be threatened. I’m unsure about this unknown and I think “them” are also
unsure what minimum music program would qualify for this core music program and accompanying standards. The
August 21 issue of Education Week reports that “A majority of states say they already have begun to teach a
curriculum aligned with the Common Core State Standards” with a reference to mathematics. The article goes on to
say that 11 states have started to recommend or require the use of specific curriculum materials that have been
validated by the state education agency (p. 5.), probably a requirement not anticipated by many teachers. As I was
thinking about the push for new standards I saw a piece in the Los Angeles Times where a foundation is making an
initial grant to train 20 teachers on how to integrate the “arts”, not just music, into five middle schools. Included in this
announcement was a note that over five years, the school board would “restore some traveling arts teachers, who will
spread their time among multiple elementary schools”. Interestingly, the article did not suggest that the arts were core;
arts education was to be integrated in “core academic classes”.
I understand that all of the kerfuffle about having contemporary standards is an important component of
advocacy and that these standards are likely to be numerous in order to accommodate the possibilities of what could be
taught and still count as music education. In one preliminary study that attempted to match the present standards with
contemporary world standards, the match was minimal with the need for hundreds of decisions to accommodate both
visions. I have confidence that Scott Shuler and his committee will do a good job in articulating possible goals and
they will be clever enough to allow for sufficient loop-holes that no one could accuse them of advocating a national
music education curriculum. My complaint is that I see no evidence of “them” putting any serious priority on
developing assessment measures for some or all of the standards. There appears to be no attempt to model any
assessment after the rigorous assessment practices being developed in math or language arts. In terms of priorities,
teachers and researchers have a greater need for help in assessment than in deciding what to teach. One of the
demands in my “protest march on Washington” would be for funding for the development of measures---a huge
portion of the resources and effort to establish music as a core subject with nifty standards should be allocated
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to develop outcome tasks that we could trust. Professional organizations and foundations should be willing to put big
bucks into assessment research. Without this commitment, the public’s perception of the importance of a music
program is not likely to change. OK. “Them” put big dollars into NAEP which shoots my argument so don’t read on.
(I argue that this was a poor use of assessment resources with little attention to strengths and weaknesses in instruction
but that’s another paper.) The research data that advocates are presently using on problem solving, creativity, etc. is
none too convincing. Advocates continue to pore-over (but not very carefully) the research studies cited in Champions
of Change seeking any positive result that can support their position.
It appears the school administrators and policy writers would welcome some trusty in-depth research on a noncontroversial topic--- non-controversial as music seems to be accepted as a “good” in education at all levels and is
included in most schema as long as including music in the curriculum is not too much trouble, too expensive, take too
much instructional time, and is bolstered by compelling results from effective programs---results as visible in all music
offerings as excellent performance programs are to the community. Unfortunately, as indicated by the example from
Los Angeles, the eyes of some school superintendents light up at the suggestion that the desired outcomes of a music
program can be attained by integrating these outcomes into coursework already in the curriculum.
The noise about assessment is deafening and some of that scrannel could inspire a few policy makers to think
about needs in the profession. The need for better assessment tools is needed not only because of the standards but are
needed by researchers of any stripe; a dual need. In this brief, I’ll mention a few considerations that inspire me when I
read the literature in educational assessment. There are multiple possible approaches. Four possible approaches to
constructing assessments in music include (1) developing measures based upon learning theory when there is
agreement on that theory, (2) assessments subjected to item analysis to ascertain how the measure is working, (3)
measures can be systematically aligned with the curriculum, or (4) the work of the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation
with MET and teacher evaluation can provide an adaptable model.
The idea advanced by the standards writers that there should be cornerstone assessments is a great idea and
may meet the needs of many teachers. It is, however, not free. No one knows in advance how the results of these
assessments will be used by parents, policy makers, or teachers. There will likely be both positive and negative results
because of the considerable subjectivity in such measures. These benchmarks could delay the needed research as the
pressure for assessing the standards by assessment professionals will be minimized. Selecting these benchmarks will
not be easy----the teacher using Kodaly may want the 4th grade cornerstone benchmark to demonstrate three or four
part singing or at least Eric Whitacre’s virtual choir. “Matching” the benchmark will be complex, affected by each
school’s instructional resources and/or student mobility. Benchmark assessment is a valid approach as an entry level
assessment. It has been a successful assessment strategy in Massachusetts. The director of the Massachusetts cultural
council is an alert chap who listens. He “hears” that the arts would more easily fit into mandated curriculum if there
were standards and assessments. He has arranged for multiple professional development workshops led by public
school teachers and administrators from Connecticut who have successfully incorporated assessment into their
programs. These neighborly chaps demonstrate successful home-grown assessment. These are informal measures,
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absent any rigorous development, that teachers find they can immediately implement. One weakness in these measures
is the lack of data for student or program improvement. They also do not provide a frameworkDonec
for high-stakes,

interdum
summative assessment, implied by the national movement to assess core subjects, which may
have to be computer
delivered. Overreach occurs when these assessments are used, knowingly or unknowingly, for teacher evaluation.
Overreach also occurs when teachers believe these informal measures satisfy both formative and summative
assessment. Formative assessment is a critical component of most teaching and learning but it is as process not a
measurement tool. (Of course, appropriate measures can be used in formative assessment by individuals who
understand the difference between formative and summative purposes.) Benchmark assessments can contribute little
to assessments needed in qualitative, quantitative, or mixed materials research. Researchers also need instruments
(rating scales, observation checklists, interview protocols, portfolios, multiple choice and open ended tests) that are
reasonably accurate, developed within the music assessment community, and for which data other than reliability
exists. It continues to surprise me that researchers are willing to use the most flimsy assessment for interventions that
they passionately feel will improve music teaching and learning. For example an Informal survey or questionnaire is
used and then the “convenience sample” responses are subjected to ANOVAs, Wilcoxon paired comparisons,
Mauchly’s W, and the Greenhouse-Geisser formula to check for interaction and main effects. Researchers might report
on the reliability of a survey if given twice but a split-half indicator would raise eyebrows in most assessment
communities. Researchers use what they have learned in research classes, research and assessment differ in important
ways. If validity is an indicator of how the data are interpreted, serious issues arise. A quick inspection of the papers
presented at the 2007, 2009, and 2011 International Symposium for Assessment in Music Education proceedings
suggest that use of evaluation is more common than developing better tools for assessing the multiple possible
objectives, grade levels, or audiences needed by researchers. The researcher should be interested in the amount of error
in the assessments and what error is acceptable. Seldom a simple task.
My argument is that few, if any, good (?) tests of music achievement have been developed in decades. I’m
using the term “test” in the broadest sense to include even participant observation. Tests that have been developed
recently are usually for local or one time use and most are mediocre at best.

Consectetuer:

If one searches for technical details on these local one-use instruments, detail is missing beyond some vague reference
to reliability. I recently wrote a paper for the forthcoming publication (Music assessment and global diversity:
practice measurement and policy) that I hoped would show the importance of assessors reporting error in each
assessment strategy and for researchers to provide similar data based on any intervention that would enhance the trust
one might have in any results. (I know that there are qualitative researchers who object to the term intervention.)
The research community needs the assistance of evaluation researchers with a focus on developing appropriate
instruments. The researcher needs to devote his or her resources to innovative teaching strategies having confidence
that the assessment app store will provide a number of satisfactory assessment possibilities. One can easily recall
studies where an aptitude test was given as a pretest and the same aptitude given as a posttest. Who cares that aptitude
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tests are designed to show minimum change over time. Today’s mail brought a state journal featuring a research study
designed to determine the effect of memorized versus non-memorized music on choral performance. The researcher

Donec
interdum

knew that multiple experimental conditions was appropriate. First, students memorized without holding the score. The
second condition was performing without memorizing the music but the singers made eye contact with the conductor.
In the third condition the singers used the music but the singers did not make eye contact with the conductor and in the
fourth situation, there was no video, only a recorded audio performance. The videos were submitted to middle and high
school choral conductors who were asked to rate using a scale of 1-6, weak or strong performance quality. The
researcher proudly informs the reader that “the audio from the memorized version was dubbed over all versions so that
the sound of the performance did not vary” (Reynolds, 2013). What was rated, not the musicality of the performance?
A second example from the research community is a sophisticated study by Wrigley and Emmerson (2013). The
authors developed a “standardized” performance rating scale based on constructs and associated descriptors. In
addition to some commonality of constructs, they found it necessary to develop a list of descriptors for each family,
strings, piano, woodwinds, brass, and voice. The research was important to the performance faculty to establish a
common rating scale that would be fair to the students and provide some feedback based on the descriptors. Janice
Mills’ (1987) research that found sub categories were weak with primary strength in “overall musical effect” was
acknowledged so the researchers were honest but the design required a different outcome. An evaluator would have
encouraged Wrigley and Emmerson to look at what constructs and descriptors discriminated and probably give some
weighting to the constructs and descriptors. The Reynolds and Wrigley/Emmerson studies indicate to me the difference
in expertise between researchers and evaluators. Ganging up on policy makers about assessing standards may be
insufficient, major funding for assessment development would help multiple clients.
Qualitative researchers may need the most help. Their research should be issues driven and most of these issues require
mixed methods. Many in this field call for multiple measures but few use more than one “method” in their own
research. If investigating the viability of a strategy, a student might be advised to do a master’s thesis on the strategy
and use the strategy on an important problem at the doctoral level. Qualitative researchers seldom report confidence or
error levels, assuming accuracy because of personal involvement.

Consectetuer:

One would think that the behaviorist researchers would value a library of impeccable assessments. Of what
value is an innovation, if there are few means to assess its impact by a valid method. A review of research reported in
English language journals reveals little concern for the quality of the assessment used. The instruments being used
have seldom been systematically developed to meet any assessment standard.
Policy makers use research findings in multiple ways, usually to support a pre-existing idea. They seem to have little
knowledge or concern for the assessment used. Presently the National Education Association is “wary” of tests
connected with standards. They fear that corporate interest will use the common core and any resulting test data for
corporate interests.
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For some reason, I have been fascinated with item difficulty and item discrimination, in addition to validity,
for most of my career. Looking at how an item holds up seems like one measure that allows for better interpretation of

Donec
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results and, more importantly, feedback to the instructor and curriculum writers. Item analysis is a powerful procedure
being used in developing better measures in math and language arts and this procedure is a possibility for developing
music assessments. The public (and others) trusts us to use data from items and total test that accurately discriminates
those who have learned from those who have not. One should also be interested in whether the item or the test is
appropriate for the group to be tested. If a test contains several items (on one construct) that few or no students
respond appropriately, there is an indication that the material was either not taught or not understood and additional
instruction is necessary. Having such an instrument is more efficient than querying several students searching for the
student who knows the answer and why. (This “going around the room seeking a correct response” may be an
important teaching strategy but it is not the most efficient way to obtain feedback to the instructor.) Without
information on task difficulty the appropriate singing standard or benchmark for all fourth grade students in the US is
unknown. The standards writers are not to blame, the truth is that no one knows. Experienced teachers know that with
homogenous classes there is a wide distribution on student singing competency and the more heterogeneous the class,
the wider the competency. How much of this competency can directly be related to the instruction provided? A major
challenge for the two consortia (Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium and Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Career - PARCC) developing tests for core subjects is in accommodating a diverse
population. Competence in required music, at least in the upper grades, is much more diverse.
Item analysis is a research tool for assessors and would not be reported in measures being considered for
summative assessment despite its importance in instruction and its understandability. The standards movement
emphasizes the need for all students to be proficient---proficient having some magical (cut-score) meaning. What is
wanted by advocates is a criterion referenced measure, a measure often used in qualitative research, where a claim can
be made that all students have learned or acted appropriately. “All students” is a loose term and may refer to the initial
competency. Traditionally, criterion referenced tests have a goal of 80% of the students responding appropriately to
80% of the tasks, 80 percent of the time. I attempted to construct a criterion referenced test for a song-book series

Consectetuer:

(Silver Burdett) in the 1980s, standardizing the test in schools that had a reasonably valid music program. The editors
wanted me to reject questions where the 80% criterion was not met. Needless to say, many appropriate (according to
the curriculum) questions had to be discarded. Of greater importance was the difficulty of selling the idea of a
criterion referenced test to teachers, students, and parents. They wanted to know how Mary did in relation to the rest
of the students in the class or even how competent Mary was in relationship to all students in the nation exposed to the
Silver Burdett series. Yes, there is competition in the most laid-back music classes and one can expect even more
competition when the material is challenging. Silver Burdett was forced to publish item analysis data by grade level
even though the numbers were invalid for measures not constructed on a normative basis. The publisher’s hope was
that over time and new editions that the instructional material would reflect grade-level expectations and assist teachers
in selecting additional experiences that were developmentally appropriate. It is difficult to obtain data from criterion
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referenced tests to improve instruction as that is not their purpose. Looking at normative data from the Silver Burdett
tests revealed that when students were given a three note pattern of C-D-C and asked whether it moved scalewise or

Donec
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skipwise, the item did not discriminate. Student understanding was missing because teachers taught scalewise as either
ascending or descending, not that a scale could move both ways. Cornerstone assessments for combined grades will be
even less trustworthy in terms of providing data on students who understand and on a student’s ability to transfer
knowledge, skill, meaning, and attitude to new situations.
Item analysis may be helpful in program assessment but not essential unless information on students or
classrooms is part of the assessment. The music education assessment coterie should be more demanding of those who
claim to be evaluators. There are projects where one can waltz in, ask what the project is all about, do a bit of
observing and then write up a stunning report on any observed match between student responses and what was
intended. When the observations parallel the expectations of the policy establishment, not only is it likely the evaluator
will be re-hired but the findings embellished by the funders of the program as their belief in the benefits of African
Drumming in multicultural education have been substantiated. Program evaluation differs in most respects with
student/teacher evaluation. There are likely some “programs” that could benefit from excellent measures on individual
student growth.
The core arts standards provide one opportunity to suggest systematic research in arts assessment. The writers
of the standards realize the importance of connecting purpose with assessment---they have heard enough about what
gets tested gets taught. They may know that good measures are aligned with the curriculum taught but are not about to
suggest a music curriculum and especially a grade level curriculum so they dodge the issue by suggesting model
cornerstone assessments. The request for public input will most certainly improve the validity of the effort. They are
sufficiently experienced to know that few teachers in the field understand what “good” measures might encompass and
the cornerstone will show students performing well on a variety of tasks. One should applaud this effort of the core
writers and policy makers who are supportive of the assessment idea and have garnered professional development
points for attending benchmark “workshops”. The profession might sit back and be comfortable with this approach but
it will contribute to the messiness of arguing for the best.

Consectetuer:

A related complication of this proposed entry level assessment relates to validity. Validity, referring to the
interpretation given to any results, depends on the purpose of the tests and the core writers will have no control over
how any resulting data will be used. Pamela Moss has argued for validity in education must also consider the student
population tested. Lee Cronbach has argued that in education, construct validity is the only validity needed.
As models, instructional, administrative, or evaluation like benchmarks are always vague, one has difficulty imagining
any single interpretation of benchmark results by school administrators or policy makers from models that necessarily,
have considerable subjectivity.
Is it likely that any model assessments developed on the cheap will reflect pedagogical improvement across the grades
in any of the proposed standards? Not likely as we presently have limited data on difficulty levels of the most basic
objectives. Bill Gates has written an op-ed in the New York Times stating that any sophisticated accountability system
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would require greater commitment and resources than at present. “Those who believe we can do it on the cheap are
underestimating the level of resources needed to spur real improvement”. (Cited by Henig, J., 2013).

Donec
interdum

Item Analysis, Curriculum Alignment, Theory, and Recent Research

We assume that the Seashore measures of a century ago were organized by difficulty; the intervals became closer
indicating increasing difficulty but this aural discrimination may have had little to do with instruction or even music. It
was an acoustic test. Drake’s tests of musical memory also appeared to be based on increasing difficulty as the
examples became longer and it made logical sense that remembering longer patterns was more difficult than the
shorter examples. These researchers along with Bentley and Wing were more interested in aptitude than achievement
and this interest in talent likely extends to the work of Ed Gordon. When Gordon developed his achievement tests for
his sequential instruction, he was one of the few who has provided data on item difficulty. His item analysis was based
on a small sample and for the advanced levels the difficulty levels didn’t work.
Item analysis has always seemed to me like a means for better interpretation of any test data. We do expect
measures to discriminate those who have learned from those who are still struggling---one way one can individualize
instruction. Also for a teacher, the difficulty index was informative especially when no student answered correctly or
only those studying music outside of school. The information on items is less useful in criterion referenced tests
(desiring all students to be proficient) as the instructor is not using the test to improve instruction, but to exhibit
summative data. The goal is for all students to correctly respond to every question or task. The most recent national
assessment by NAEP on 8th grade students was a summative based instrument designed to show the competence of
students at this age. The competence level on NAEP was low making any interpretation of items without meaning and
of little value as a reference. (Visual arts did secure a supplementary grant that allowed closer inspection of results
that could affect instruction). I worked with the Boston Public Schools in developing measures for the arts and
requested an item analysis of various drafts from the evaluation department. A report was returned that no one had
asked for item analysis for years and they had to rescue the program from the archives. My defense for item analysis
is an excellent article by Schneider, Huff, Egan, Gaines, and Ferrara (2013). Item analysis Consectetuer:
is necessary to meet the
demand that any test or model should consider students with diverse characteristics and each item should fit the needs
of a diverse set of test takers.
What can we learn from this assessment research in mathematics and language arts? I think we can learn from their
procedures and concerns. Their work is based on school subjects as cognitive endeavors. I think that much of what
we want as outcomes from music instruction is cognitively based but there are competing opinions about the
importance of cognition in music.
Achievement level descriptors are considered to be the foundational conceptualization points for an assessment
system (Schneider, et.al. p. 100). Achievement level descriptors describe a student’s level of achievement (e.g. Basic,
Proficient, Advanced) on today’s large scale assessments. They are used for item development, standard-setting, and
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score reporting. The state, or in our case some group of folks approved by NAfME, specifies the expectations for each
level. What it means to be proficient is based on the content of the curriculum. These descriptors are also necessary

Donec
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for setting any cut-score. The descriptors target all of the skills necessary for a student to be considered proficient.
Target level descriptors define the states’ policy and content-based expectations. As far as I know, in core subjects,
there is little allowance that one can be selective among adopted standards, standards are sort of an all or nothing
philosophy. There will be a range of skills on each standard, not all students will be proficient on each standard but
good descriptors are used for item development. These descriptors become public knowledge after cut scores are
established. So far, writing descriptors related to complexity (all of this higher order thinking and problem solving)
have not had much success (Ferrara, Sventina, Skucha, & Davidson; 2011 and Hambleton & Jirka; 2006).
Researchers have not subjected the descriptors to validation studies or to studies of complexity that affect item
difficulty. In few fields do item writers have the procedures to account for complexity. In a study in mathematics, one
of the more advanced subjects in assessment, investigators look at Depth of Knowledge which was defined as the
thinking skills that an item elicits, Reading Load, the amount and complexity of the textual and visual information that
one must process to understand the task; Difficult Drives—the hierarchical mathematical content knowledge and
Cognitive Processes associated with each item/NAEPs complexity demand which was defined as the thinking that an
item elicits and question type demands—ranging from multiple choice, open ended, demonstrations, and more.
Learning progressions are not developmental inevitable pathways of knowing in a domain but instead reflect a
hypothesized sequencing of how students think and learn. (Smith, Wiser, Anderson, & Krajcik, 2006). If one has not
thought of how item analysis can relate to a summative assessment, this may not make sense without a discussion of
factor analysis and box and whisker plots.
One wonders how the new core writers of music standards assume they can account for any type of higher
order thinking. Higher order thinking might be Habits of Mind and include critical thinking. In critical thinking one
must have knowledge and the ability to use that knowledge, not just have it. Assessing higher order thinking requires
assessing clarity, precision, accuracy, consistency, relevance, depth, breath, logic, and fairness and probably more. The
descriptors have to reflect the more complex knowledge, skills and abilities as the achievement levels increase. In

Consectetuer:

most fields, it is possible to review existing items for some minimal guidance but this is not possible in music. We do
not have the related research. Even with the best assessment, there will be side effects—perhaps not the headache,
nausea, etc. identified in TV commercials but there may be similar side-effects. Walt Gardner, Yong Zhou, and Ken
Robinson suggest that any obsession with measurement impacts on creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship. Some
15% of educators in the UK, Germany and Australia oppose their standardized curricula as a barrier to creativity, not a
high percentage but is it a trend? The music core writers seem to believe that their assessments can be flexibly used---assessments in true core subjects are summative and not flexible. The rush to get accountability systems enshrined in
legislation and bureaucratic practice is running ahead of the evidence on its behalf. Smarter Balanced Assessment
Consortium and Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Career (PARCC) have three types of
questions: selective response, short answer, or technologically enhanced (graphs, creating a sequence, completing a
formula).
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sequence, completing a formula). Smarter Balanced end of year assessment is a computer adaptive test, PARCC is a
fixed-form test, meaning all students answer the same questions. Smarter Balanced interim assessment includes both

Donec
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short answer and performance task options, while PARCC offers a midyear performance task. Both consortia are using
evidence-centered design where alignment is built in from the beginning of test development, and the process is
transparent (Joan Herman, 2013). This differs from the arts writers who are using Understanding by Design as the
starting point. How might this inform us? What tools do we have? Some have faith in rubrics but Popham, Pellegrino,
and Berliner (2012), found that it took Wyoming teachers about six years before rubrics were helpful in testing the
core skills. Portfolios and observations have little potential for high stakes assessment based on the work of Pamela
Moss (2007) on Portfolios and Gate’s MET research for observations. State exit examinations, used in MET, have not
found a place in music, and issues of assessing music performance are well known to readers of this brief. One is
reminded of the study by Strong, Gargani, and Ozge (2011) in observing teacher performance by 100 judges.
Agreement was high but the agreement wrong.
Principals value alignment of any assessment with the curriculum. One should assess what one teaches. In
checking for alignment, according to the Norman Webb method (the most commonly used alignment) one analyzes the
match by categorical concurrence, depth of knowledge, range of knowledge, balance of representation, structure of
knowledge and dispositional consonance. (Martone and Sireci, 2009). I am not familiar with any curriculum in music
that could be subjected to a match between content taught and an assessment unless it would be a strict adherent to the
ideas of Edwin Gordon.
A third strategy based on the contribution of cognitive theories in defining constructs to be assessed depends
upon having viable cognitive theories. A reference from mathematics would be Ketterlin-Geller, Yovanoff, Jung, Liu,
and Geller (2013). Their argument makes sense to me as the tests are based on content standards that relate to an
articulation of specific learning theories or cognitive models of learning. The test development process begins with a
clear articulation of the construct under investigation. Current methods for validity are used to infer an association to
cognition yet do not directly integrate cognitive models of learning with construct definition. The data are obtained by
factor analysis with interest in latent variables that contribute to shared variance in a set of measured variables, thus

Consectetuer:

providing evidence about the dimensions of the construct. Many test developers rely on theory but overlook the
underling cognitive process. I’m unable to discern what music educators believe about learning theories. Gordon is
clear that learning proceeds from acculturation, to imitation, and to assimilation through discrimination and inference.
Others have described learning theories in diverse ways. Donald Isbell suggests our theories are behaviorism,
cognitivism, constructivism, and humanism so for him, I assume the reliance on cognitive models would be
insufficient. In the late 1970s, MENC sponsored the Ann Arbor Symposium devoted to learning theories and the
teaching and learning of music but it apparently whimpered into the Bermuda Triangle. One can pick up ideas about
musical learning theory from any number of our best scholars: Mills and McPherson on musical literacy, McPherson’s
book The Child as Musician, the cognitive work of Harold Fiske. Swanwick and Tillman’s circular structure is clear,
Lerdahl and Jackendoff suggest patterns, and we have suggestions from Heller and Campbell, Regelski, Hargreaves,
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Davidson and Scripp, Bamberger, Dowling, Sloboda, Thompson and Schellenberg, and undoubtedly many more.
There seems to be some agreement that production, perception, performance, and representations are each viable areas

Donec
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for study and can be approached from a psychoacoustic metric, from temporal processes, or from Gestalt.

The fourth approach is to determine whether the focus on evaluating teachers in terms of student learning is
informative in developing great assessments. The Bill and Melinda Gates project on Measures of Effective Teaching
has to be considered. Frequent, short observations of teaching by trained observers was necessary if observation was
to be part of the evaluation. Gates used state tests for student achievement, something we do not have which makes
MET less of a complete model for music. Of interest was the power of student opinion and MET used the Tripod 7c’s
instrument of Ronald Ferguson. Students commented on care, control, clarity, challenge, captivate, confer and
consolidate, the seven Cs. The most relevant student statement to achievement was Students in the class treat the
teacher with respect followed by my classmates behave the way my teacher wants them to, and our class stays busy
and doesn’t waste time. Probably a major revision would be necessary before student comments would be appropriate
in either required or elective music. (Ferguson, 2012).
I see the potential in “Them” agreeing in the need for rigorous, in-depth research on developing assessments based on
item analysis, cognitive theories, research in math and language arts, or curriculum alignment. “Them” are experts in
advocacy and in communicating with policy makers. If we can learn from them or with them to convey the
importance of having some usable instruments, we will have taken the first step to filling a gap that has existed for at
least a half century. Whatever we do, design wisdom in assessment must include knowledge about context, culture,
and values.

Consectetuer:
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UPDATE: International Events on Assessment in Music Education
Timothy S. Brophy
University of Florida
Professor and Director, Institutional Assessment
The International Symposia on Assessment in Music
Education (ISAME)
The 4th International Symposium on Assessment in Music
Education, Music Assessment and Global Diversity: Practice,
Measurement, and Policy, took place April 10-13, 2013 on the
campus of National Taiwan Normal University in Taipei,
Taiwan. More than 200 attendees gathered to participate in
more than 70 presentations by researchers and practitioners
from across the world. Participants also visited schools in Taipei
to observe music classes and listen to student musical
performances. The proceedings of this event are in progress and
will be published in 2014 by GIA Publications, Inc.
Plans are underway for the 5th International Symposium on
Assessment in Music Education (ISAME5), Connecting
Practice, Measurement, and Evaluation. After successful events
in Germany in 2011 and Taiwan in 2013, the symposium
returns to the United States and will be held in Williamsburg,
Virginia, at the Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center
from February 18-21, 2015. Mark your calendars!
ISAME5 will be hosted by the University of Florida,
Shenandoah University, and James Madison University. The cochairs for the event are Timothy S. Brophy, Jeffrey Marlatt, and
Gary Ritcher. The website
(http://conferences.dce.ufl.edu/isame) will be ready on
November 1, 2013, and will contain information on
submissions, housing, registration, and keynote speakers. We
hope to see the entire Assessment SRIG membership in

Connecting Practice, Measurement, and
Evaluation

The Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center,
the location for ISAME5

International Society for Music
Education
Assessment, Measurement, and
Evaluation Special Interest Group
The Assessment, Measurement, and
Evaluation Special Interest Group (AMESIG) of the International Society for Music
Education was founded in 2011 by Timothy
S. Brophy, (USA), Andreas LehmannWermser (Germany), and Ming-Jen Chuang
(Taiwan). The AME-SIG convened its first
group of presenters at the 2012 ISME
Conference in Thessaloniki, Greece. The
group’s inaugural set of presentations was
successful and well attended.
The AME-SIG is pleased to announce that the
call has been issued for presentations at the
2014 ISME conference, to be held in Porto
Alegre, Brazil from July 20-25, 2014. The
online submission system should be available
soon and we invite you to submit papers for
presentation consideration as part of the
AME-SIG. The deadline for submissions is
October 1, 2013. Details are available at
http://www.isme.org.
Please send inquiries to Timothy S.
Brophy at tbrophy@aa.ufl.edu
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Upcoming NAfME SRME Event
Submissions will open on Sept 1st, 2013 for proposals for consideration at the 2014 NAfME
Music Research and Teacher Education National Conference, to be held in St. Louis, April 1012.
The proposal information can be found here:
http://musiced.nafme.org/interest-areas/society-for-music-teacher-education-smte/call-forproposals-2014-nafme-music-research-teacher-education-national-conference-2/
The Special Research Interest Group (SRIG) for Assessment specifically requests proposals
focused on the measurement of student learning, evaluation of teacher instruction and/or
effectiveness, and validity/reliability testing of assessment measures. Projects using larger
populations are preferred. Submissions must be received by October 15th via the online
platform. All submissions will be reviewed by a three-member panel consisting of the current
Chair, Chair-elect, and past Chair.
Please consult the conference schedule and plan to be at our session in St. Louis, which will
include a short business meeting.

For comments, suggestions, or future submissions to this newsletter, please contact the Editor and
Chair of the SRME Assessment SRIG

Kelly A. Parkes, Editor
Associate Professor
322B War Memorial Hall, Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA24061-0313
Ph: 540 231 0765 Email: kparkes@vt.edu

